
negative smear or culture sample sent in the last month of treatment) as a successful outcome. This could be

emphasised in future guidelines, with the proviso that if there is no proof of bacteriological cure, greater

efforts should be made to improve initial microbiological TB diagnosis. This would enable individualised

patient-specific drug susceptibility results to inform regimen choice and ensure that treatment completion

is a robust indicator of success. In light of the new information from this study, we would suggest similar

studies are performed in different settings both in the UK and elsewhere. The information obtained may

allow for better selection of patients to be tested at treatment completion.
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Adherence to positive airway pressure in
non-sleepy patients with obstructive sleep
apnoea

To the Editor:

Complaints of excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) are absent in many individuals with obstructive sleep

apnoea (OSA). The influence of EDS prior to treatment on continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)

adherence has not been clearly determined [1, 2]. The aim of this prospective cohort study was to evaluate

the adherence and perceived benefit during long-term CPAP therapy in a "real life" population of non-

sleepy OSA patients.
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Since May 15, 2007 consecutive patients investigated in seven sites in the west of France for symptoms of

OSA (snoring, breathing pauses during sleep, morning headaches and EDS) have been recruited in the

Institut de Recherche en Santé Respiratoire (IRSR) sleep cohort [2]. Patients filled in questionnaires

including the Epworth sleepiness scale (ESS), the Pichot depression scale, the Medical Outcomes Study 36-

item short-form (SF-36) for health-related quality of life (HRQoL), and questionnaires evaluating

socioeconomic status (SES) [2]. As previously described [3], patients also completed surveys including

anthropomorphic data and comorbidities. The study was approved by the University of Angers ethics

committee and all patients gave their written informed consent. Between May 15, 2007 and May 15, 2012,

we enrolled 4660 patients with an apnoea/hypopnoea index (AHI) o5 on sleep recording (overnight

polysomnography or respiratory recording, performed as previously described [3]) of whom 1477 (31.7%)

were non-sleepy (ESS ,11 and no complaint of EDS) and 3183 (68.3%) were sleepy (ESS o11 or a report

of frequently feeling unrested or sleepy). When compared with sleepy patients, non-sleepy patients were less

likely to use anxiolytics, to be depressed or diabetic, had lower body mass index (BMI) and AHI. The

percentage of patients with an education level fhigh school was higher in non-sleepy patients. On

multivariable logistic regression analysis, including age, sex, BMI, AHI, depression, diabetes and level of

education, only depression, AHI and level of education were independently associated with EDS. Adjusted

odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for being sleepy were 2.29 (1.97–2.68) for depression, 1.38 (1.21–

1.58) for AHI o30 versus ,30 and 0.81 (0.71–0.94) for a level of education fhigh school.

Among 2648 consecutive patients who were prescribed CPAP (fixed CPAP n5980, or autoCPAP n51668;

see [2] for details on CPAP initiation and follow-up) according to the French guidelines (AHI o30

regardless of symptoms or AHI o5 and ,30 in combination with EDS that cannot be better explained by

other factors or severe cardiovascular morbidity), 125 refused treatment, 135 were lost to follow-up and

2388 had available follow-up data, including 589 (24.7%) non-sleepy and 1799 (75.3%) sleepy patients of

similar OSA severity (mean¡SD AHI 40.8¡19.0 and 41.0¡22.5, respectively). The mean follow-up after

initiating CPAP was 623¡456 days. Data from questionnaires at diagnosis and during CPAP therapy at the

most recent clinic visit are presented in table 1. In both sleepy and non-sleepy patients, CPAP therapy was

associated with a significant improvement in ESS, in depression scale, and in four domains of HRQoL

(energy/vitality, role emotional, role physical and social functioning). An improvement in three additional

domains of HRQoL (general health, mental health and physical functioning) was observed in sleepy

TABLE 1 Outcomes of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) in non-sleepy and sleepy patients with obstructive sleep
apnoea (OSA) after a mean¡SD follow-up of 623¡456 days

Non-sleepy patients# Sleepy patients"

Baseline CPAP Baseline CPAP

Epworth sleepiness scale 5.7¡2.6 4.8¡3.4*** 12.2¡4.4 7.4¡4.5***
Pichot depression scale 2.7¡2.9 2.0¡2.8*** 4.2¡3.5 3.1¡3.5***
SF-36 bodily pain 64.7¡26.3 64.3¡26.4 57.9¡26.7 58.1¡26.6
SF-36 energy/vitality 54.2¡21.0 58.2¡19.6*** 42.4¡21.9 51.6¡20.6***
SF-36 general health 60.8¡21.1 61.5¡21.4 54.5¡22.3 57.7¡22.4***
SF-36 mental health 68.2¡20.2 68.2¡18.4 61.8¡22.2 64.5¡19.6***
SF-36 physical functioning 73.7¡25.8 74.6¡25.4 68.1¡26.9 69.9¡28.1**
SF-36 role emotional 56.5¡44.0 77.0¡36.2*** 49.0¡44.0 70.3¡39.3***
SF-36 role physical 43.6¡43.8 70.2¡39.6*** 38.1¡41.5 62.8¡41.0***
SF-36 social functioning 75.3¡22.6 77.8¡22.0* 67.2¡24.7 71.1¡24.6**
Treatment satisfaction (0–10 VAS)+ 7.7¡2.0 7.7¡2.1
Mean side-effect score1 3.7¡2.9 4.1¡3.2
Probability of continuing CPAP

Whole population 78.4 81.1
Mild to moderate OSA 71.1 74.0
Severe OSA 80.3 83.7

CPAP use h?night-1 5.0¡2.5 4.9¡2.5
Patients with CPAP use o4 h?night-1 67.1 66.4

Data are presented as mean¡SD or %. #: n5589; ": n51799; +: visual analog scale (VAS) from 0 (very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied); 1: patients
were asked to give a score from 0–3 (0: absent, 1: mild, 2: moderate, 3: severe) concerning the six common side-effects of CPAP (congested, drippy
or irritated nose, skin lesions, irritated eyes and dry mouth), a mean side-effect score from 0 to 18 was then calculated. *: p,0.05 versus baseline;
**: p,0.01 versus baseline; ***: p,0.001 versus baseline.
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patients. Treatment satisfaction and mean CPAP side-effects score were similar in non-sleepy and sleepy

patients. During follow-up, 466 (19.5%) patients discontinued CPAP after a mean duration of

319¡294 days due to insufficient adherence (mean CPAP use 2.8¡2.2 h?night-1). On Kaplan–Meier

analysis, only mild and non-significant differences were observed between non-sleepy and sleepy patients

regarding the probability of continuing CPAP over time in the whole population, in patients with mild-to-

moderate OSA (AHI ,30, n5603) and in patients with severe OSA (AHI o30, n51785). The average daily

CPAP use recorded at each follow-up visit and the percentage of patients with mean daily CPAP use o4 h

were also similar in non-sleepy and sleepy patients (table 1). On multivariable logistic regression analysis,

including age, sex, BMI, AHI, depression, OSA symptoms, SES, CPAP mode and use of humidification,

only AHI and the use of humidification were independently associated with CPAP dropout in non-sleepy

patients. Adjusted odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for CPAP dropout were 1.82 (1.13–2.92) for AHI

,30 versus AHI o30 and 1.72 (1.29–2.31) for no humidification versus humidification.

In line with previous data [4], the present study demonstrates that EDS is more strongly associated with

depression than with OSA severity. These results suggest that patients with clinical suspicion of OSA and

EDS should be also assessed for depression. Sleepy patients also had a higher BMI and were more likely to

be diabetic, but the independent association between EDS and metabolic disorders was not confirmed by

the multivariable analysis. Education level may influence self-reported symptoms awareness and perception

[5]. Although the direction of the relationship and the underlying mechanisms were not established in the

present study, our findings suggest that a lower level of education is independently associated with a lower

complaint of EDS in OSA.

It is often postulated that non-sleepy OSA patients are not good candidates for CPAP and will probably

present poor adherence. However, previous studies evaluating the influence of EDS prior to treatment on

CPAP adherence have reported conflicting results [1, 2]. The lack of interaction between OSA severity and

sleepiness with regard to related cardiovascular morbidity suggests treating OSA patients with and without

perceived EDS [6]. The vast majority of OSA patients without complaint of EDS were also found to exhibit

attention defects that may potentially expose them to specific risks of accident during driving [7]. In line

with recent findings from randomised controlled trials evaluating the impact of CPAP on cardiovascular

outcomes in minimally symptomatic patients [8, 9], we demonstrate that long-term CPAP therapy is highly

feasible and associated with an improvement in depression scores and HRQoL, in patients with an apparent

paucity of symptoms at diagnosis. We also found that AHI is the only independent predictor of CPAP

adherence prior to treatment in non-sleepy OSA patients. Altogether, our findings and those of recent

randomised controlled trials [7, 8] indicate that the distinction between "OSA" and "OSA syndrome

(OSAS)" may not be clinically relevant, since almost 460 patients that would not qualify for the definition of

syndrome complied with CPAP and perceived treatment benefit. Our findings also suggest that the use of

humidification may contribute to improving CPAP adherence.

One potential limitation of the present study is its observational design. However, rigorous observational

cohort studies can complement randomised controlled trial data with information on long term treatment

efficacy and adherence in patients encountered in day-to-day clinical practice [10]. The present study can be

assumed to describe a ‘‘typical’’ pattern of OSA patients, as this multisite study included a large sample of

patients with a wide range of disease severity. However, our study was carried out only in patients referred

with clinical suspicion of OSA and some patients with AHI ,30 were not prescribed CPAP according to the

French guidelines. CPAP adherence and self-assessed benefit should, therefore, not be extrapolated to all

subjects with undiagnosed OSA.

Despite these potential limitations, the present study demonstrates that CPAP therapy is highly acceptable

and associated with self-reported benefits in non-sleepy OSA patients referred for sleep study. Our findings

do not support the use of EDS measured by ESS and/or subjective assessment as a selection criterion for

CPAP therapy in OSA patients.
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Severe acute respiratory distress
syndrome due to ipilimumab

To the Editor:

Ipilimumab is a T-cell-potentiating human monoclonal antibody against cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-

associated antigen (CTLA)-4, which promotes antitumour immunity by unrestrained T-cell activation

[1]. It is the first agent shown to improve survival in patients with metastatic melanoma [2]. However,

various ipilimumab-associated immune-related adverse events including enterocolitis, dermatitis, hepatitis,

hypophysitis, meningo-radiculo-neuritis, and renal failure have been reported [3]. The few reported cases of

pulmonary side-effects consist of ipilimumab-induced sarcoid-like granulomatosis [4–7]. To our

knowledge, this is the first report of an ipilimumab-induced lung injury presenting as severe acute

respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).

A 64-year-old former smoker with metastatic melanoma (stage IIIC) was referred with hypoxaemic

respiratory failure and oedema of both feet and hands, following administration of the second dose of

ipilimumab (246 mg) 4 days earlier. After the first dose (237 mg), given 6 weeks earlier in combination

with radiotherapy for inguinal lymph node metastases and topical immunotherapy with diphenylcyclo-

propenone 0.1% for cutaneous metastases, the patient presented with generalised exanthema in the absence

of respiratory symptoms, which was responsive to oral and topical steroids. His past medical history was

uneventful for pulmonary diseases, and he took no drugs other than ipilimumab and prednisone

(30 mg?day-1) for exanthema. He was tachycardic (120 beats?min-1) and normotensive. His respiratory rate

was 34 per min and a peripheral cyanosis was present. The jugular veins were not distended, but marked

oedema of both the feet and hands were present. Cardiac auscultation was unrevealing, but bilateral crackles
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